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Strangeness enhancement in heavy-ion collisions is expected 
because of volume/QGP effects

ALICE has measured the ratio of strange to non-strange hadron 
yields ( h/π ) across multiplicities, colliding systems and energies
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pT differential yields of strange particles
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ALICE has measured  pT spectra of 
strange hadrons in pp with center of 
mass energies from 5 up to 13 TeV

Clear evolution of particle spectra 
with multiplicity

Spectra harden towards higher 
multiplicity as observed in p-Pb and 
Pb-Pb

Hints of collective phenomena in 
small systems?

ALICE Collaboration, Eur. Phys. J. C80, 167 (2020)
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= 5.02 TeV = 13 TeV



ALICE at the LHC
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Time Of Flight (TOF)
● |η| < 0.9
● PID via Time-Of-Flight technique 

Inner Tracking System (ITS)   and   Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
● |η| < 0.9
● Tracking + vertexing
● PID via dE/dx

V0 
●  2.8 < η < 5.1 (V0A), -3.7 < η < -1.7 (V0C)
●  Multiplicity percentile classes based  

 on the V0 signal amplitude 

                  is measured using SPD (two 
innermost layers of the ITS) in |η| < 0.5 

Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDC)
● |η| > 8.8 (ZN), 6.5 < |η| < 7.4 (ZP)
● Energy percentile classes based on the 

energy deposits of forward emitted particles
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Investigating the production of strange hadrons in pp
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In recent studies performed in pp we investigate the strange hadron production mechanism in small systems

→ very different approaches to address different questions on these phenomena

Angular correlations for in-jet and out-of-jet studies of strange hadron production

- Addresses the question: 

Is strangeness enhancement in pp related to soft particle production or to hard processes, such as jets?

Multi-differential studies of strange hadron production to disentangle initial and final state effects

- Exploits ALICE’s ZDC and V0 detectors to classify events in multiplicity and effective energy classes  

- Addresses the question:

 Is strangeness enhancement in pp related exclusively to final state physics or to the available initial 
energy as well (or both)?

NEW !
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Strange hadrons identification with ALICE
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Kinematical and geometrical criteria are used to reconstruct candidates for strange hadrons
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Identification of (multi-)strange baryons is based on two topologies:

V0 →   neutral particle decaying weakly into a pair 
            of charged particles (V-shaped decay)

- Cascade →    charged particle decaying weakly 
                        into a V0 + charged particle



Angular correlation for in-jet and out-of-jet studies
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Angular correlation method:

- Selection of the trigger particle as a proxy for the jet axis:
→ the charged primary particle with the highest pT ( pT > 3 GeV/c)

- Strange hadron identification (associated particles)

- Angular correlation between trigger and associated particles:
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The near-side-jet contribution is obtained subtracting 
the full and out-of-jet in the reported                     region



In-jet and out-of-jet strange hadron production vs multiplicity
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→ Full and out-of-jet yields increase with multiplicity

→ Near-side-jet yields have very minor dependence on multiplicity 

The contribution of out-of-jet production with respect to near-side jet production increases with multiplicity
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Strangeness enhancement in-jet and out-of-jet
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              full yields increases with multiplicity 

→ strangeness enhancement is larger for 
    stranger baryons

→  

The out-of-jet               yield ratio increases with 
the multiplicity

The near-side-jet                yield ratio shows a 
hint of increase with multiplicity

Out-of-jet processes are the dominant 
contribution to the full yield ratio
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Exploiting the concept of effective energy in pp

LEADING BARYON

LEADING BARYON

NEW !
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ZDC ALICE

ZN

ZP 112.5  m

Effective energy:
energy available for particle production in the initial phase of a pp collision

 
Reduced with respect to the center of mass energy due to the leading effect 
→ high probability to emit baryons in the forward direction with high pL

ALICE can measure the energy of forward baryons through the ZDC 

→ estimate 

Recent results exploit V0 and ZDC detectors to classify events in 
multiplicity and effective energy classes 

→ investigate strange particle production in terms of initial 
    and final state 



Effective energy and multiplicity are correlated
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Monte Carlo simulation and data confirm effective energy and multiplicity are correlated

● data show forward energy decreases with increasing particle multiplicity at midrapidity 

● simulation shows that V0 and ZDC based event classes have sensitivity to multiplicity and effective energy
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NEW !



Strangeness production in multiplicity and energy classes 

(self-normalized) ratio of      yields to the average charged 
particle multiplicity (in INEL>0) with multiplicity selected 
through V0 and ZDC

→ strange particle production increases with multiplicity 
    independent of the estimator used to classify events

→ clear correlation among V0 and ZDC based event classes
 

Standalone analyses are not able to disentangle 
initial and final state effects

Definition of combined classes could help discriminate 

NEW !
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Combined event classes to discriminate initial and final state
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NEW !
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Definition of multiplicity and effective energy combined selections 

→ good discrimination power between multiplicity- and effective energy-induced effects on particle production



Combined event classes to discriminate initial and final state
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NEW !
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Definition of multiplicity and effective energy combined selections 

High effective energy →                         0-30% 

Low effective energy →                         70-100% 
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Ratio of      yields over the average charged particle multiplicity (self-normalised to INEL>0) in multiplicity classes fixing the 
effective energy classifier to:

Strangeness production in combined classes NEW !
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Strangeness enhancement with multiplicity 
independent of the selection in effective energyHigh effective energy →                         0-30% 

Low effective energy →                         70-100% 
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Ratio of      yields over the average charged particle multiplicity (self-normalised to INEL>0) in effective energy classes 
fixing the multiplicity classifier to:

Strangeness production in combined classes NEW !
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High multiplicity → V0M 0-30 % 

Low multiplicity → V0M 70-100% 

→ no strangeness enhancement vs effective energy estimator

→ final-state multiplicity is the driving factor 



Summary

Recent ALICE results in pp collisions exploit different techniques to investigate strangeness production 
in small systems

- Studying the production of strange hadrons in and out of jets suggests soft processes are the 
dominant contribution to strange particle production

Investigating strangeness production in multiplicity and effective energy combined selections:

● confirms a strong role of the final particle multiplicity in strangeness production

● shows the effective energy plays no significant role in strangeness enhancement 
once multiplicity is selected 
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NEW !
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Backup
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pT - spectra in effective energy and multiplicity selections

Evolution of particle spectra with 
effective energy and multiplicity  
estimators
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Hadrochemistry evolution in small systems
Models based on standard event generators such as:

- PYTHIA8 (color reconnection) 
- DIPSY (color ropes) 
- EPOS LHC (core-corona)

can reproduce only qualitatively what we see in data, but struggle 
quantitatively

The thermal-statistical hadronization picture which describes 
heavy-ion collisions can be extended to smaller collision 
systems (strangeness canonical suppression)

→ agreement with data within uncertainties, but not for all strange 
particles 
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Very forward energy emission vs MPIs
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Inverse dependence of very forward energy as a function of the number of MPIs observed in PYTHIA models 
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